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ABSTRACT
Computed tomography (CT) is commonly used for the characterization and tracking of abdominal muscle mass
in surgical patients for both pre-surgical outcome predictions and post-surgical monitoring of response to therapy.
In order to accurately track changes of abdominal muscle mass, radiologists must manually segment CT slices of
patients, a time-consuming task with potential for variability. In this work, we combined a fully convolutional
neural network (CNN) with high levels of preprocessing to improve segmentation quality. We utilized a CNN
based approach to remove patients’ arms and fat from each slice and then applied a series of registrations with a
diverse set of abdominal muscle segmentations to identify a best fit mask. Using this best fit mask, we were able
to remove many parts of the abdominal cavity, such as the liver, kidneys, and intestines. This preprocessing was
able to achieve a mean Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) of 0.53 on our validation set and 0.50 on our test set by
only using traditional computer vision techniques and no artificial intelligence. The preprocessed images were
then fed into a similar CNN previously presented in a hybrid computer vision-artificial intelligence approach and
was able to achieve a mean DSC of 0.94 on testing data. The preprocessing and deep learning-based method is
able to accurately segment and quantify abdominal muscle mass on CT images.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Computed tomography (CT) scans are often used for a variety of purposes from diagnosis to monitoring. Analysis
of sarcopenia or atrophy of the abdominal muscles can be used in the monitoring of disease and as an outcome
predicition biomarker. Several recent studies have correlated pre-surgical muscle mass with both survival and
surgical outcomes.1–5 Semi-automated tissue segmentation from abdominal CT has also been used to predict
odds of treatment response in inflammatory bowel disease.6
Thus, a robust and reliable automated abdominal muscle segmentation algorithm would aid in analysis
of patient sarcopenia in the clinical setting and for longitudinal patient follow ups. Automation of muscle
segmentation is a well-studied task given its many uses.7, 8 Other groups have been able to achieve high perform
CNNs, but few have looked specifically at surgical patient population CTs. In our previous work, we presented
a fully convolutional neural network (CNN) able to take an input abdominal patient CT slice and perform a
reliable segmentation of the abdominal muscle mass.9 However, the model struggles with segmentation in cases
where tissue adjacent to the abdominal muscle is of similar texture, such as slices at the level of the liver. To
solve this problem, we propose increasing preprocessing techniques to augment and improve our previous model.
In the present work, we outline a series of image preprocessing methods to remove extraneous regions, such
as the abdominal cavity in order to reduce the noise fed into the CNN and to improve the segmentation results,
especially in previous worst case scenarios. We utilized atlas-based registration, a method commonly used in
brain MRI segmentation algorithms.10, 11 First a diverse set of CT slices was generated from the analysis of our
training set, then we used this atlas set and registered it with each new input image. This allows us to achieve
an initial segmentation of the abdominal muscle region via solely traditional computer vision techniques, and
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even achieved results similar to challenging segmentation tasks12 without the use of deep learning. We then feed
these segmented images into a CNN presented in our previous work to achieve the new results.
The use of a hybrid computer vision-artificial intelligence approach for certain tasks has been noted in
literature.13 Both Hu et al. and Kiranmayee et al. were able to utilize various computer vision and image
processing techniques in preprocessing to improve or speed up their machine learning algorithms.14, 15

2. METHODS
2.1 Dataset
CT imaging data from the L2 level to the lesser trochanters was retrospectively obtained from 33 patients (age
ranging from 18 to 75 years) with a slice thickness of 5 mm. Abdominal muscles were manually segmented by
trained readers under supervision of a fellowship-trained musculoskeletal radiologist, example shown in Figure 1.
The Hounsfield window for each slice was restricted to the range -128 to 127 to optimize textural analysis of the
abdominal muscle by the CNN. An abdominal slice at the L3 level of 39 additional patients was added to the
training set to increase generalizability of the model.

2.2 CNN for Arm and Fat Removal
Using the expert abdominal muscle segmentation, we applied a filling transformation to achieve an expert-guided
complete abdominal region segmentation (shown in Figure 1). We fed these segmentations along with the original
slices to create a CNN capable of removing patients’ arms and external fat from individual CT slices. We utilized
a Unet architecture with Root mean square propagation (RMSProp) as the optimizer, Dice Similarity Coefficient
(DSC) defined as DSC = 2(A∩B)
(A+B) where A represents the ground truth segmentation and B represents the CNN
generated segmentation as the loss function, a learning rate of 104 , and 25 epochs. We divide our dataset into
training (64 patients including 39 single patients slices), validation (3 patients), and testing (5 patients).

Figure 1: Arm Removal CNN. (a) shows an original CT slice with Hounsfield range of [-128, 127]. (b) shows an expert
radiologist segmentation of the abdominal muscle. (c) shows algorithmic filling of image (b) to fully fill the abdominal
cavity. (d) shows our machine learning model prediction run on image (a).

Removal of arms and fat on each CT slice is necessary to properly apply registrations between abdominal
regions, as will be seen in Subsection 2.3, while also aiding in the goal of reducing extraneous regions of each
slice to be fed into the CNN. Depending on scan site and CT machine, arms also may or may not be included
in scans, thus removal is extremely necessary to standardize the images for registration purposes.

2.3 Atlas Registration
Our methodology for using registration algorithms as a means of segmentation or augmenting segmentation
involves creating a diverse set of atlas masks to which an input abdominal CT slice can register closely. To
do so, for each mask n we performed rigid intensity based registrations between all other expert abdominal
muscle segmentation masks in our training set, thus performing n x n registrations. To prevent over-fitting to
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our training set, we ensured that registrations between slices from the same patient were removed. For these
registrations, we calculated a DSC to populate an n x n matrix. This matrix allowed us to not only pick the best
fit mask for each mask based on DSC, but also select the top m best fit masks (thus giving us a n x m matrix).
A distribution of the best fit DSC for each slice is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Dice Similarity Coefficient distribution for expert mask to mask registrations.
To create our diverse atlas mask set, we used the n x m matrix of best fit mask registrations and determined
the most commonly occurring mask. This mask is the current most versatile mask as it registers in the top m for
the most images. We added this mask to our atlas set and removed all masks registering to it in n x m, allowing
us to calculate the next most versatile mask. We repeated this process until an adequate percent of masks was
covered. For our dataset, we used the top 20 masks which achieved a coverage of 88%, meaning that these 20
masks were in the top 20 registration DSC for all n masks.

Figure 3: Intensity-Based Registration and Dense Correspondence. (a) and (b) show two CT abdominal slices after
arm and fat removal CNN, with (a) serving as the input image and (b) the atlas image. (c) shows the intensity-based
registration between (a), shown in white, and (b), shown in red. (d) depicts the expert binary mask, shown in red, placed
in the registration position of (b). (e) and (f) illustrate 3-point correspondences (red-red, blue-blue, and yellow-yellow)
between the two registered images.
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Using our atlas mask set, we were then able to perform our registration step in order to improve inputs into
the segmentation CNN. For an input image, we registered it to all images m within the atlas set (aside from
any images in the atlas set that may be from same patient as the input slice) and calculated a DSC (calculated
between arm and fat-removed CT slices). We then picked the registration with the highest DSC and in that
position, multiplied the binary expert mask of the atlas image to the input image. This allowed us to remove
much of the internal abdominal contents that can often interfere with segmentation CNNs. This process is based
on the fact that a quality registration allows us to create a dense correspondence between the two images. A
dense correspondence means that for each pixel in the atlas image, we can align to a pixel in the input image,
thus allowing up to map out the corresponding abdominal muscle in the input image. Dense correspondence is
a commonly used method in facial recognition and is extremely effective at matching specific facial regions of
interest to one another.16–18 An example of this correspondence is shown in Figure 3 (e) and (f), for every pixel
in (f), the atlas image, we can map to a specific pixel in (e), the input image. This correspondence ensures that
we segmented out the abdominal wall when we apply the binary mask of the expert segmentation to the input
image. We also applied 3 series of dilations to the mask (shown in Figure 4 (c)) to ensure coverage of abdominal
muscle even if over segmenting to ensure maximum sensitivity. An example of this process in shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Registration Based Segmentation. (a) shows an original CT abdominal slice after arm and fat removal CNN.
(b) shows the best fit mask from the mask atlas set for (a). (c) shows a series of dilations applied to the mask and (d)
shows the result after applying the binary mask (c) applied to image (a).

2.4 Segmentation CNN
After performing our methods of preprocessing and atlas registration, we were then able to feed all images into a
segmentation CNN. We divided our dataset in the same manner as the arm and fat CNN: training (64 patients
including 39 single patients slices), validation (3 patients), and testing (5 patients). We are using the same
network presented in our previous work9 and in arm and fat CNN (Subsection 2.2). This network utilizes a Unet
architecture with Root mean square propagation (RMSProp) as the optimizer, Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC)
as the loss function, a learning rate of 104 , and 25 epochs. For post-processing, objects less than 200 pixels were
removed to reduce the number of false positives.

3. RESULTS
Our CNN for removal of arm and fat utilizes the same training, validation, and test split for our abdominal
muscle segmentation CNN (64 training patients, 3 validation patients, and 5 testing patients). For removal of
arms and fat, our segmentation CNN was able to achieve a mean DSC of 0.99 and a minimum DSC of 0.98.
The preprocessing methods with a diverse atlas mask set was able to achieve a DSC of 0.53 on validation
data and 0.50 on testing data. These images were then fed into a segmentation CNN, described in 2.4. Prior to
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feeding into the CNN, we applied a threshold on the DSC of the preprocessing to ensure that the mask was not
applied where there was not a quality registration. We applied thresholds at 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6 DSC (summarized
in Table 1) and compared the results to our previous model. Cases in which DSC was below these thresholds, the
segmentation CNN was applied to just the arm and fat removed image. This ensured that the atlas registration
did not diminish segmentation quality for cases where they may not be a good enough fit mask in the atlas
dataset.

Validation Mean DSC
Validation Minimum DSC
Test Mean DSC
Test Minimum DSC

Edwards et al.

No Threshold

Threshold at 0.4

Threshold at 0.5

Threshold at 0.6

0.91
0.74
0.92
0.83

0.90
0.65
0.89
0.58

0.88
0.67
0.84
0.46

0.92
0.80
0.91
0.71

0.93
0.83
0.94
0.87

Table 1: Segmentation CNN Results. Comparison of hybrid computer vision-artificial intelligence segmentation CNN at
varying thresholds shown in comparison to previous model Edwards et al.9

As seen in Table 1, our comprehensive preprocessing at thresholding of 0.6 DSC was able to increase mean and
minimum DSC results in both our validation and independent test sets. In our testing dataset, our preprocessing
methods improved the mean DSC by 2.26% and the minimum DSC by 4.13%.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Our main goal in developing image processing methods for increased preprocessing is to improve difficult segmentation cases, such as those where abdominal CT slices contain organs adjacent to the abdominal wall like
the liver or slices that have very thin abdominal muscle. By developing methods that are able to remove regions
outside of the segmentation region of interest, we are able to improve worst case situations from our previously
developed CNN.
Our arm and fat removal CNN is extremely robust given the generalizability of the task, yielding a mean
DSC of 0.99. This initial segmentation is needed to clean up and standardize the images for the registration
task. This CNN provides us the ability to utilize scans from varying sources without the need of developing
specialized tools to remove regions information from the scans.
Atlas based registration is a method commonly used in brain MRI imaging. We developed methods for
creating a diverse atlas set from our dataset that is able to effectively register that a large percentage of input
scans. Then utilizing the concept of dense correspondence commonly implemented in facial recognition, we used
the registration for an initial segmentation of the abdominal muscles. In designing these preprocessing methods,
we created a non-artificial intelligence approach to a difficult segmentation task and have achieved a DSC of 0.53
on validation and 0.50 on test sets. As noted in the recent literature,13–15 incorporating traditional computer
vision methods alongside machine learning can aid in both segmentation and classification tasks.
Thus, we then utilized these preprocessing methods to improve our overall segmentation CNN. In comparison
to our previous work, this new method is more sensitive and specific. As can be seen in Table 1, in our validation
set the worst-case segmentation achieved a DSC of 0.74 while with improved preprocessing methods, it increased
to 0.83. For the test set, the minimum DSC improved from 0.83 to 0.87. The increased preprocessing in addition,
improves the overall segmentation as well, with increased mean DSC results shown in Table 1.
Our future work includes expansion of our dataset alongside expansion of the atlas set, this will increase initial
segmentation and generalizability results. Expansion of the atlas data will decrease the number of cases that are
below the threshold to be used in the atlas-registration, which will allow for improved overall segmentation. We
also hope to incorporate 3D information into the segmentation CNN in order to improve results.
We present a series of image processing and computer vision techniques alongside machine learning methods
to improve results from an abdominal muscle segmentation task. Utilizing a CNN to remove fat and arms from
each slice along with novel atlas-registration based initial segmentation, we are able to improve segmentation
results from a previously presented CNN with minimal preprocessing. Use of registration with a diverse atlas
set allows the identification and removal of extraneous regions outside the abdominal muscle. The methods
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developed in the present work can greatly improve current clinical workflows by allows for quick and accurate
quantification of abdominal muscle mass on CT. This can be an extremely useful tool by allowing clinicians to
easily monitor changes in abdominal muscle mass over time and adjust therapies or make predictions on patient
outcomes.
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